Carts and Horses

By Anna Von Reitz
The best way to describe this situation with the national assembly effort is that the cart is getting in
front of the horse. That is what The American States Assembly is correcting.
You have to assemble the actual States BEFORE you assemble any States of States (the
Confederation States), because the States are the entities that charter the States of States
(Confederate "States"). The States of States cannot charter themselves.
Assembling the actual States requires us to "return" to the land and soil jurisdiction. The States
cannot be operated from the sea or the air jurisdiction of the corporations, just like you can't be on a
boat in the middle of the ocean and plow a field.
We have to do the paperwork to explicitly "return" to the land and soil, because we have almost all
been misidentified as "US Citizens" and US Citizens are precluded from operating the actual States
of the Union.
Why? They are all operating in the jurisdiction of the sea (Territorial) or the jurisdiction of the air
(Municipal) and cannot operate our land and soil jurisdiction--- they are like those sailors out at sea or
balloonists drifting through the sky. When they try to reboot the Federal States of States our States
are owed, all they accomplish is setting up a new franchise for their own foreign parent corporations.
They can't reconstruct our Federal States of States because they don't populate our land and soil
jurisdiction. You have to come home from the sea or finish your balloon trip before you can put your
hand to the plow.
So Job One in the process is making sure that everyone gets their own paperwork in place so that
they can officially and properly operate as State Citizens.
Job Two is organizing the State Assemblies and getting everyone educated and up to speed and
signed in at https://signinamerica.com/ , so that all those who do the paperwork are pre-approved to
receive Credit Vouchers to offset STRAWMAN debts---- both State Nationals and State Citizens. This
isn't important to the "State" per se, but it is important to millions of Americans who have labored
under a debt burden they don't actually owe.
Job Three is determining whether or not an actual Federal State of State was ever chartered by your
State. Those States that were States prior to 1860 all chartered Confederation States ( States of
States ) so you may be sure that Pennsylvania chartered an original corporation doing business as
The State of Pennsylvania (Notice that "The" is capitalized and is part of the Proper Name).
You then have a Pennsylvania Assembly Vote to Amend and Restore the Charter of The State of
Pennsylvania to guarantee the abolition of slavery and involuntary servitude, guaranteeing equal
rights and protections of the law for women, establishing protection for minors forbidding child labor,
kidnapping, human trafficking and all similar other crimes against minors and incompetent persons,
including provisions against improper probate of their estates, outlawing undisclosed contracting

practices and unconscionable contracts, and explicitly adopting the principles and directives of The
Unanimous Declaration of Independence of the united States of America, July 4, 1776 as the Public
and Organic Law under which The State of Pennsylvania operates in concert with The Constitution for
the united States of America, 1787.
This effectively brings forward and updates the original Charter of the Federal State of State
operating as The State of Pennsylvania and officially puts it back in play.
Other States that were created after the Civil War have no such Charters to Amend and have to start
from scratch.
The essential difference between this process and forming any other kind of corporation is that it is
taking place directly by the State itself under a Sovereign Charter, thus this Charter is issued directly
by Pennsylvania via the properly constituted Pennsylvania Assembly and is NOT issued by any "State
of Pennsylvania" organization.
The original Confederation met in New York City. It may be somewhat difficult to locate the original
Federal State of State Charter. If you can't find the original to amend or never had a Federal State of
State Charter because that level of our government stopped functioning before your State was
formed, the Assembly will still be issuing a Sovereign Charter in the same way, you simply won't have
the underlying documents to work from.
Most of the Territorial States of States which have been in operation since the end of the Civil War
have records in their archives which were used to set up proxy State Trusts which they then
controlled in a proprietary role "for" the actual States. Each case will be a little different and
organizers will need to go to the State Librarians and Archives to look for charter documents creating
the State Trusts and looking for the original Federal State of State Charters.
We can find enough of these original Confederation Charters to get a good flavor of the structure of
these original now-"missing" Federal States of States and we can develop templates that cover the
essential updates necessary to reconstruct them.
Once that is done the Federal Branch of the Federal Government will be fully restored. The Territorial
United States and the Municipal United States Branches of the Federal Government will no longer
have any excuse for claiming that there is any "emergency" or that any part of our government is
"missing" or being "held in abeyance".
Completing the Reconstruction is obviously a very important part of reclaiming and restoring our
lawful Government as it was intended to function and establishing the Checks and Balances the
Founders built into it --but always bear in mind that our actual Government which is vested entirely
in the living people of each state, has never ceased to be and to function, regardless of the condition
of the Federal commercial corporations that are supposed to be running and directing the Federal
Government functions.
The Confederate States of States are businesses that are supposed to provide our States and People
with services according to the constitutional agreements, owned and operated by the States
themselves, but they are still just corporations like other corporations. They are not sovereign
entities. When they shut down and failed to operate or be replaced in the wake of the Civil War, all
powers delegated to them reverted to the States and People who issued their charters in the first
place by Operation of Law.
Our States therefore retained the ability to conduct all necessary business both in international trade
and in commerce. We simply didn't realize what the Territorial and Municipal branches of the Federal
Government had done to usurp upon us and substitute their own States of States for the States of
States that we are owed and which our States are supposed to own and operate.
I hope that you can now see the logic of everything presented and that everyone you share this with
can see the road map, too.

There isn't much to argue over, except apparently (1) the issue of US Citizens being included in State
Assemblies and (2) the order of operations. As you can now see, the States have to be properly
populated and organized first in order for them to set up a valid committee of the States, and then,
they have to act as States to re-charter and update their Confederate States of States under Sovereign
Charters issued as Sovereign Letters Patent directly by each State.
The reason that I surmise that this relatively simple process has been so difficult for us to get through
is that these Confederate States of States will be in receipt of billions upon billions of dollars worth of
service contracts that will benefit our States of the Union instead of going off-shore to benefit other
countries, and if we succeed in this reconstruction, the Territorial and Municipal Service Providers will
lose a very significant amount of those service contracts and the money that goes with them. This is
why we have had Federal---meaning British Territorial and Municipal Agents--- attempting to co-opt,
mis-direct, confuse, and otherwise interfere with our process so as to: (1) invalidate our efforts or (2)
derail our efforts or (3) co-opt our efforts so that the end result is merely to set up a new Territorial or
Municipal franchise for them.
I don't know about the rest of you, but I prefer to keep the bulk of Federal business in American
hands, benefiting American businesses and helping to provide infrastructure and services to improve
the lives of our People and better manage the resources of our States. I am sick of having the Hired
Help running amok, racketeering, throwing us into jail under color of law, promoting probate fraud
against infants, kidnapping, and trafficking Americans into foreign and unnatural jurisdictions of
international law. And I am sick of seeing what is passing for our "Federal Government" acting as a
giant sucking straw to siphon money our of our economy to benefit foreign interests.
As an American, I have every right to rebuild and restore my lawful government and hold both the
Queen and the Pope to their actual obligations. I have every right to finish the Reconstruction that
should have happened in 1865. And I am determined to see it done, done right, and done in such a
way as it works and nobody has any right in the world to complain about our conduct of our own
business.
Those who feel the same way and who realize the vital importance of doing what needs to be done,
should be aware of the self-interested activities of the foreign commercial corporations that stand to
lose money that we --- our States and our People --- stand to gain. This is why they have pulled out
all the stops and are lying about me and my intentions and the veracity of what I am telling you. I
have an American Agenda to fulfill and they have British and Holy Roman Empire goals in mind. So
they throw mud at me all day long and try to get everyone confused and scared and unable to make
progress.
But now I have told you what has to be done and I trust that I have adequately explained why it has
to be done and what is at stake and how things are supposed to function. As each one of us gets the
picture firmly in mind and starts acting upon it, I become less and less important and the mission
itself becomes more and more clear. Millions of Americans have been victimized terribly by this
"System". They don't know who to trust or how to get out of the misery these foreign commercial
corporations have caused ---- I understand their paranoia. At the same time, there is a logic and a
history and plainly observable facts, and those are what everyone must depend upon and act upon.
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